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CORIOLIS ml'ERACTIONS IN ODD-ODD WCLEI~ km.242m ALPHA DECAY 
.F .. Asuo1 M, C. Michel1 S. Q, Thompson and I. Pex'lznan 

Univ. of Caii.f • ., Le.VJrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley_, Cali:t.; U.S.A • 

.Al3STRA.C'l! 

Nuclear ·spectroscopic atudies ·of the alphll decay of Am 242m have led 

to the identification of new excited states and gamma ray transitions 1n · 

2~8 ~ . . 
Np ' • All o:r the observed levels c<Jnll)are favorably with the predictions 

:from odd-mass nu.c~ei. This is especial.ly ·true for the observed moments of' 

inertia. 

A number· of the gamma ray int.ensities were interpreted in terms of 

Coriolis interactions between states . having common neutron and proton quasi• 

particles and differing in K by l. Moat of the other gamma ray intensities 

. could be related to tranai tions in odd-mass nuclides. For some tra.nsi tiona 
.. . 

it/ws necessary to postul.a.te expla.nations involving multiple-order Coriolis 
.// 

./ effeets and· residual neutron-proton interactions. 
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3¢11 (A.K. Ke~) . . 
·COR.IO!iiS ~ONS. IN ODD--ODD NUCLEI: Am242m. AiiPHA DECAI 

lr. Asaro, M. c. Michel.# S. o. '.rbo.mpson and I. Perl.mwl 
. . 

In an earlier report on the alpha decay scheme of ·~24'al 1 it was 

Gho'wn that the loY-lying ent;!rgy levels o:f .Np
238 and. ·some of the transition 

probabilities could be described in terms of proton and neutron quasi• 

~ . 242m 
particle states. !n the present study additional measurements on Am 

alpha decay have led to a. better underst~g of some of the interactions 

:present in odd.odd. nuclei •. The Np238 en~gy level scheme and quasi• 

pal"ticle assigoments are shown in :Fig.'.a. ,,.,.. Also show are calculated 
~ . 2 8 

energies of the ~trinSic levels in Np 3 • These are simply sums of the 

odd•neutron and odd-proton values vith a splitting of 50 keV for 

o_(p) ± n(n) 1 a V3J.ue found experimentallY in Am.242• It is seen. that the 

the predicted levels occur in the rie}lt order and the calculated energies 

are accurate to -70 keV,. The moments of inertia -were also. ca.lcrulated for 

the various rotational banda by subtraction of the appropriate even-even 

value from the sum of the odd-proton and odd-neutron values. As show 

1n the figure the agreement 'With the observed values is excellent. 

The reduced transition probabilities for those transitions 1n NP238 

in which only one quasi particle chianges its nuclear quantum numbers are 

all roughly consistent with the odd-mass val.ues and will not be d1$cussed 

further here. other tY,pes of transitions involving changes in both quasi

particle states should be prohibited for pure states. It is seen in· the . · 

figure tha.t this latter type of decay occurs to a. marked degree in the 

de·excitation of the }-; (I<lli) level to the 2+ (KIT) band. The relative 

intensities of these gamma rays, however, vary by over an ord.er of magni

tude from the expectations for parent and daughter statea with pure K. 

Thus these sta.tes !:lust contain a.~ciable e.r3.m1xtures of K values other 
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3ci1 (A.K. Kerman) 2. 

than the indicate~ prirlc:ipa.l a.asisnmenta. The two K. values for bands 112.~ 

2+ and }+, diffez: .by onl.y one unit of angular momentum,· and hence would 

be expected to interact via the Coriolls force.. . For· these 'bands, -which 

have a common 0 = 1/2 neutron state, the matrix element of the interaction 

is equal to the .decoupling parameter. This "Would alSo be true for the 2-

and ,;- bands of BZ. vie '\>1ere thus able to calculate .the relative intenai

tiea or the vnr1o11.s gamma rays de-exciting the 3•3 state vith respect to 

the 49.4 keV El gamma ray. lle have asatn:Wd. a. Coriolls matrix element of 

-o.4, -which is the average ot the Pu239 and rf"'5 decoupl.ing parameters 

for neutron state z. In addition we e.seumed that levels at 215 and 259 · 

keV 1 -which were indicated by somewhat dubious alpha. groups 1 are indeed the · 

2-3 and 2-4 states. The resUl.t1ng theoretical intensities for the E1 

gamma rays to the 2 + 2, 2 + ,;, and 2 + 4 states are 1.3, 6.0, and 1.5 

pe~ cent respectiveJ.y, in reasonable agreement -with the. experimental values 
//. 

/' 2.1, 5.8, and -vl.3{?) per cent .. 

/"This Coriolis mechanism can be f'urther investigated by consid.erins 

the' 'ansitions de-exciting the 6-6 state. The 122 keV E2 transition 

.> between the 6-6 and , .. 4 levels has a. retardation factor of only 6 over the 

/ single particl.e vnl.ue, e.l.tboug)l sUch .a K-forbidden transition ..-ould be 

/ 

expected to be retarded, by aoout a :factor of 100. This effect may be 

explained by an interaction bet'l-'een the very <:lose-lying 6-6 and 3-6 levels 
'• 

which would cause the 122 keV E2 to be collectively enhanced. With this 

assumption we calculated intensities of the El transitions de-excitins 

the 6-6 state to the 3 + 5 and 2 + 5 states to be 1.1 and 0.3 per cent 

reapecti vely, The good agreer:tent 'With the observed values 1 -2 and -o. 3 

per cent~ helps confirm the interpretation of a Coriolis interaction be

t,Jeen the bands AZ and bet-ween band.s BZ. T"o.e admixture (0.10 per cent 

"When ,squo.red) betveen the 6-6 and 3-6 states is not as nicely understood • 

. : ... '?: .. ~ . . ,. ;._ .. : ~J ..... ' ..... ~. -~.- .... .:. • .. '!·.: ..... 
;._ :t.l.;- • ~ " ·\,!_-::.·. ·: •• t •.• \ 
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3cii (A.K. Kerman) ,. 
In a .similar odd-mass example, two cloee•l.yi.ng states in c;r25l with 

AK = ; interacted Via a multiple-order Coriolia interaction with an 

admixture of 0.2 per. cent. A similar meche.nism (coupled to neutron

proton residual interactions) may be responsibl.e i'or tbe Np
238 admL'tture. 

The transition between BY and AX also involves a change in both 

quasi-particle states. Small admixtures· or the order of ~1 per cent 

of states CX or AV in state BY would be sufficient to explain the ob• 

served minimum transition probability. H. Mang and 11. K. Glendenning 

have calculated a residual neutron-proton interaction matrix·eiement 

betveen the states CX and BY to be -100 keV, which is sut:f'iciently large 

/ 
/t6 give the required admixture. 
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FIGURE CAPTION

238
Fig. 1.  Energy level scheme of Np   .  The dashed quantities and those

in parentheses are either uncertain or not directly observed.
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